ITEM OPPORTUNITY SYNOPSIS:
KitCushions

2021-008
Supplier Scouting Number

1. Describe the Item:
2. Summary of Technical Specifications and Performance Requirements:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Please describe the item application/ the end use of item.
The item consists of a collection of planar block cushions, similar in design principles to Tetris shapes. These cushions
can be used to build forts, crash pads, thrones, floor-is-lava, obstacle courses, playful rough-housing, etc; then formed
into a chair, love seat, couch, etc. for hidden storage in the home.

Provide the item number if applicable: (N95 Mask vs Protective Mask).

N/A

a. Provide dimensions / size / tolerances / performance specifications for the item.
Foam: The base of each chair set is 36” x 30” x 18”. Each has a backrest, which is 24” x 12” x 6”, and has the option for armrests, which add 6” x 12” x
18”. Example shapes below (all are 6” thick):(See Attached Example 1A)
Fabric: Each of the above pieces will be covered either in fabric with a slip-cover-type backing or a slip cover and outer fabric. The fabric-foam friction
surface and zipper placement should result in cushions whose fabric is tight to the surface of the foam, but easy to remove for cleaning.

b. List required materials needed to make the product, Including materials of product components, if
applicable.
The kits consist of a collection of planar block cushions, similar in design principles to Tetris shapes. The foam is 1.5 lbs/cubic foot, 44 ILD - we have found this to be a good
balance of firm enough to build/stack/jump onto, yet soft enough to be comfortable as a seat. We are considering Certi-Pur certified foam, sourced as sustainable as possible, but
will evaluate all options.
The fabric the company is currently using is micro-suede, but they are testing other options such as vinyl and faux leather. We are seeking a balance among durability, comfort,
and ease of care/cleaning. Zippers will be covered by a fabric flap, but should be child-safety certified, durable, and easy to operate. Company expects to use a size #6 or #7
zipper.

c. Are there applicable certification requirements to supply this item? (i.e. ISO certification) Are there any
applicable regulations that apply to the production of this item? (i.e. FDA regulations or EPA regulations)
Are there any other standard requirements? (i.e. ASME Standard, IEEE Standard) Please specify.

https://www.cpsc.gov/Business--Manufacturing/Business-Education/Toy-Safety-BusinessGuidance-and-Small-Entity-Compliance-Guide
https://www.cpsc.gov/Business--Manufacturing/Business-Education/Business-Guidance/Hi
gh-Chairs-Business-Guidance-and-Small-Entity-Compliance-Guide
d. Describe the manufacturing processes (elaborate to provide as much detail as possible).
Fabric covers will be sewn in each type/color according to the quantity of pieces needed, and a logo or identifying mark will need to
be affixed, embroidered, or otherwise placed on each cover. Foam will either be ordered pre cut, or a large foam bun will need to be
ordered and cut to the shape of each block. Likely methods for cutting include fast wire CNC cutters for small or medium quantities,
and potentially die cut layers glued together for large quantities. The pieces will then need to be assembled by hand by pulling the
fabric covers over each foam block and either zipping or stitching it closed (depending on whether or not the cover is removable).

f. Additional Comments:
Is there other information that would impact the item’s performance or usefulness? Please explain.
Company is still trying to decide between using a soft fabric like microsuede and enclosing the foam with a removable and washable cover that includes
a zipper, or using a fabric that can be cleaned by wiping with a surface cleaning product.
The main issue with soft and removable fabrics is that pushing the foam blocks into the fabric covers is difficult, and would be a bad consumer
experience if the difficulty of doing so remained as high as it is for the current prototype.
Right now the high level of friction between the outer surface of the foam and the inner surface of the fabric prevents easy assembly of each cushion.
One way to solve this might be to use a soft fabric that has a polyurethane coating or a laminate membrane bonded to the inner (non-exposed) surface.
If company used a fully enclosed and non removable vinyl or faux leather fabric, this would be less of an issue to the end user because they would
never have to remove or assemble the cushions during the life of the product. Unfortunately, these fabrics also have their own drawbacks compared to
soft fabrics.

First order: 20-30 chair sets (~15 cushions apiece), expecting to ramp to several thousand sets per year

Target Price / Unit Cost Information:

Flexible and negotiable.

Delivery Requirements:

BUSINESS INFORMATION:

Potential Business Volume Estimate (i.e., # Units Per Day, Month, Year):

When is it needed by? (Immediate, 30 Days, 6 months, etc.)
First order: ASAP, preferably by April 2021
Consistent monthly volume by November 2021

Describe packaging requirements (i.e., individually/ group packaging).
First order: single pieces in bulk delivered to us by truck - minimal packaging
Consistent monthly sales: packaged by chair unit in waterproof plastic and cardboard box. Vacuum sealed or compressed (like a foam mattress) before shipping to
customers directly.

Where is this opportunity located? Is there a preferred shipping proximity - if applicable?

Deliveries expected to be made to company's location in Pennsylvania.

Additional Comments:

How long would you like to leave this opportunity open to the National Network?
☐ 3 days

☐ 5 days

☐ 7 days

☐ 10 days

______ Other

Is there other information you would like to include?

If possible, company would like to find suppliers that have access to a fast wire CNC foam
cutter that might be open to collaborating with us on the project. Especially for a first small
batch order, it would be extremely helpful if company could use or rent time to use one to
cut the needed foam pieces.

Photos or diagrams of the item (helpful but not required).

